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their implementation) Vincent encouragecl and coordinared the efforts
of the pope, the kings of castile and of Aragon, and innumerubl. lo.ol
officials in one of the most rhorough artemprs at segregation before the
modern era, Jews were to be moved to totally separate neighborhoods,
Even comme'cial contact between Jew and christian was severely
restricted since the ideal was to plohibit all exchange. In some rov/ns
christians refused ro sell Jews food. Entire communities found thern_

selves evicted, "with boys and girls dying from exposure to the cold and
the snow." writing sonìe years after these events, oneJewish chronicler
called them "the greatest persecution that had ever occurred,,'11

Simultaneous with this segregation, vncent and his patrons
mounted a massive program of evangelization, Rabbis from all the corn-
munities of the crown of Aragon were summoned before the pope an<1

his cardinals in the city of Tortosa, where they were required to remain
for a lengthy disputation, the largest ever sraged in the Middle Ages,
intended to convince them once and for all of the falsity of their faith.
Their communities \r/ere meanwhile compelled to attend sermons airned
at their conversions. \x/e know from the rich archives of the cr.own of
Aragon that in those lands, ar least, the king made extraor-dinary efforts
to pressure the members of leading Jewish families to converr, efforts
that ranged from promises of monetary reward to the imprisonment of
recalcitrant relatives. The fully intended consequence of all these segre-
gatoly and evangelizing efforts was the mass conversíon of tens of thou-
sands of Jews to christianity. As in ry9t, entire populations converred in
many towns, some of which (like Alcañiz) promptly obtained fi.orn the
king perpetual bans on Jewish residence in ordel to make permanenr
their spiritual gains.la

Given the christian tríurnph at the disputation of Tortosa, the
increasingly effective segregation of the Jews, and the streams of neo-
phytes in angelic garb emelging from baptismal fonrs, contemporaries
may be forgiven for thinking once again that they were wirnessing the
encl of a living Jewish presence u'ithin the chrisrian community. But
Saint vincent's project was abandoned before ir was completed. King
Fe¡ran I, Vincent's patron in Catalonia-Aragon, died in 4t6. Castlle
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und Aragon withdrew their obedience from his papal sponsor, Bene-

ictXII1,who 
was deposed and declared "anti-pope" by the Council of

Consrance 
in 4r7. The Jews remained, albeit much diminished, in the

oeninsula. and Vincent left to die out of favor in Brittany'
' 

Suint Vincent's actions, combined with those of the earlier riotets,

reduced the population of Jews living in the lands we now call Spain to

a fracúon (somewhere between one-fourth and one-halfl of what they

had been befole r3gL But in many ways his activities heightened the

anxieríes of neighborliness that had motivated them in the first place.

ftsin r19t, the appearance of tens of thousands of new converts seemed

suddenly to diminish the distance between Christian and Jew, not

increase it. On the one hand, the converts enjoyed all the privileges of

a Chlistian. As the convert Flancesch de San Jordi (known as Astruch

Rrmoch before his conversion) put it a bit hyperbolically in a letter to

rhe unconverted Jew Shaltiel Bonafos,

Tbose tubo haue emerged from the uaters of baptism, frotu the foun-

tains of saluation, are firmly establisbed upon golden pedestals. Tbey

are all persondges. In their courts and in thet'r palaces there are iuorles

and monl<eys and peacocks and duarues; they diuested themselues of
tbeir soiled attire . . . and donned the garments of saluation.lt

Of course we know that the vast majority of those who converted

remained poor, without peacock or dwarf, but even the lowliest convert

could now perform his Christianity by throwing rocks at Jews during

Holy \X/eek, having sex with Christian women, or working in a trade

forbidden to Jews, and we know that many of them did.

Yet at the same time that converts enjoyed the privileges of the

Christians, many remained close to their former coreligionists, They

were, in fact, often "neighbors," since converts in many cities continued

to occupy, âs they had before their conversion, houses in or near the

Jewish quarter. In the immediate aftermath of the r39r riots in Mallorca,

ciry officials asked converts whether they wished to remain in their old

homes or move out into raditionally Christian neighborhoods. Most
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we u/ill turn to the similar experiments of a later, and English, poet.)

A precious example is the first known "critical anthology" of Castil-

ian poetry, the songbook, or Cancionerct, compiled byJuan Alfonso de

Baena. The anthology contains sonìe six hundred poems composed i¡
the courts of four Castilian kings, ranging from shordy before Ilgr to
shortly afÍer r43o, when Baena presented the work to King Juan II. The

anthology is critical in the sense that each poem is preceded by a short

editorial introduction noting merits and demerits, and the whole is pref-

aced with a meditation on the function of poetry and the nature of the

poet's art,2a

The Cancionero's poets, nearly all Christian, are constantly defaming

one another, and the accusation of Jewishness is prominent among the

charges they hurl. They accuse each other of Jewish ancestly, of having

too small a foreskirr or too big a nose, of heterosexual and honrosexual

intercourse with Jews. Indeed the collection includes many poerns that

insult the editor himself, Some poets refer to his "bath in the water of

holy baptism," or to hís sexual encounters with Jews, both male and

female (the Mariscal Ínigo de Astuñiga, fot example, claims that the

editor is stuffecl full of Jewish sperm). Poems impugn his birthplace of

Baena as a land where "much good eggplant" is grown, mock him for

having "eyes of eggplant," and even thleaten to put him to flight with a

"barrage of eggplants. "25

Each of these defamations deserves a history of its own. T'he atten-

tion to eggplant, for example, delives from the popular association of

this vegetable with Muslims (who introduced it into Spain) and Jeu's

(who were reputed to be especially fond of it), Some seventeenth-

century satirical texts suggest that individuals convicted of heresy or

witchcraft by the Inquisition might be pelted with eggplant as they did

their public penance. Sancho Panza, on the other hand, changes the last

name of the Muslim Cidi Harnete Benegali to Berengena, "Eggplant,"

because "the Moors," so he says, "are very fond of aubergine." But

none of these defamations v/as tied strictly to a "real" r'eligion or a lin-

eage. On the contrary, their "lslamizing," "Sodomizing," or "Jtdaizing"

charge could be widely deployed. The royal chronicler Alonso de Palen-
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ch,for example, tells of a dispute betu'een Burgos and Toledo in r48o,

over rvhich city should have the right to call itself "first city" of Spain.

The pr.ocuratols for Burgos won the field, in part by calling the citizens

of Toledo "Belenjeneros" (eggplant eaters)-a successful strategy that

gainedits power, not flom the religion of its targets, but from the power

of tþe insult to summon specters of Judaism.26

And yet, historíans and crítics have often deduced from such acclrsa-

tions that if a poet is attacked as Judaizing, he must be a cortuerso, And

if the attacker himself betrays knowledge of Judaisrn (for example , by

drawing on Hebrew vocabr-rlary, such as meshumad for apostate) then

he too may be presumed to have a Jewish past. The result of such logic

is the convíction that, as one critic put it already in r87r, the Cancionero

is full of "half-converted Jews. " Yet in many cases where we have been

able to find further, nonpoetic evidence about the poets of this Can'

ciouero, they turn out not to be descended from Jervs at all. How then

can we make sense of the fact that in poetry they are so often insulted

as convetts?27

Like so much "Judaist-n" in this book, the Judaisrn of our Christian

poets has much to do rvith the histoly of Christian thought. In this par-

ticular case, their insults are part of a strategic deployrnent of Judaism

cleveloped to defend Christian poetry from íts critics. Following Plato,

theologians from Augustine to Thomas Aquinas had attacked poetry

as the use of language that came closest to reproducing through imita-

tion the materiality of nature (mimesis). Poetry was, according to these

theologians, the genre most tightly bound to literalism and to flesh, the

most dangerously seductive. Poetic fictions, as Saint Thomas Aquinas

put it, contain no divine truth. They "have no pllrpose except to sig-

nify; and such signification does not go beyond the literal sense." Saints

issued similarwarnings in the Spain of Juan Alfonso de Baena and his

colleagues: both Vncent Ferrer and Alonso de Cartagena (the convert

from Judaism who u'as bishop of Burgos) preached about the dangers

of poetry.28

Of course poetic fictions also had their defenders of the day, most

farnously Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio. Like these Italian notables,
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Cohtno het'e is redolent rvith irnplications of poetic Pharisaism and

,retense, but it is no more genealogical than any of the other asser-

'rion, roud" in the course of this contest. Baena will respond by calling

Víllasandino 
(among other things) "swine sputum," a drunk, an apos-

tate gan'tbler; Villasandino by calling Baena a bastard and a pig (tuerto

chazino, gruniente cochino). These claims drew their meaning and use-

fulness, not from the biogtaphy of their target, but fi'om the rules of the

poeric contest in which they rvere deployed, in which provocation stim-

úarcd poetry, and that poetry revealed the respective states of poetic

grace of the competing poets.

For our poets, poetic incompetence, ignorance, rudeness, sexual

deviance, animality, and especially Judaisni are all ways of represent-

ing the lack in their rivals of any one of their multiple prerequisites for

poetry. They are the negative poles of poetic virtues: divine grace, good

meter and form, learning, courtesy, love, and so on. Poems often com-

bined several of these idioms of virtue and vice. Baena and Villasandino's

exchange, for example, focused on animality as rveil as Judaism, The

Franciscan monk and theologian Diego de Valencia drew on a different

cornbination in a glorious effort accusing the poet Juan de Espanha of
being a Jelv with no testicles, Although written in Spanish, the poem's

lhyme scheme was made up of words borrowed from Hebrew: a brilliant
etymological barb aimed at the "Jewishness" of its target.ra

Those critics who have argued from the poem's Hebrew vocabulary

that Friar Diego must have been a convert have missed the point. In these

poems the discourse ofJudaism, like that of sexuality or animality, was parr

of the language of literary criticism, not of biography. It was a key mera-

phor, a governing insult that carried with it a host of implications abour

its target's poetic skills, but it was entirely separable from the genealogy

ancl religious orthodoxy of its object. It was even possible fol a real Jew
to possess the qualities of a poet, as when the same Friar Diego praised

the Jew Syrnuel Dios-Auda for his charity, his courtesy, and his nobility
("fydalguia"): "Fol your word nevel changes or wavers / . , . / these are the

markers of a noble man / to say things and do them without any doubt."r5

Some poets of the Cancionerct were converts, or descended from

Someone must give you a stíng." It is out of provocation, accor-ding to
Baena, that good poetry is born, But the substance of the provocation
itself should not be taken to heart: "Ferrand Manuel, since to each / is
given lpoetic] grace doubled or simple, / don't let your face rurn yellorv

/ because my tongue splashes or stains you." Insult is only a picador,g

prod, meant to stimulate the revelation of a poet's vil.tues, Its "truth
claims" are not to be taken seriously but are merely a stimulus to poetry.

Hence, Baena tells Ferrán Manuel in another poem, he is sending hirn
" a dozen mule turds" in vefse.r2

The competition between the editor Baena and the most famous

poet in his anthology, Alfonso Aluzir"z de Villasandino, is a good exalr-
ple of thís type of poetic jousting. Baena begins by challenging this "rot-
ten old tnan, r,vhose ribs ale macle of phlegm" to â contest of poetry.

Villasandino responds in kind:

Sia tbis uile ass uith a branded face
Ttuisted and stuffed ruith tttine and garlic

I consider on accouttt of his foolisb frenzy
And crazed tuorl<s a fine troubadour. This snelk the head

t,f the dtrty Jew-pig

and he presumes to pick a fight with his beters. \X/hoever heeds the
words of this grackle

Must hitnself be blacker than a sea-faring crr,tzu

He taho is untuorthl, and incapable

Of tbis knotuledge and art tbat ue pursue,

His arguments are not tuortlt a straLu

Nor a lousy cucumber, not euen a gherkin.

Baena is a "suzio cohino," a dirtyJew pig (the word plays with the prox-
irnity in Castilian between Cohen and cochino), with rhe voice of a cor-

morant, not a poet. He knows nothing of "this science lof poetry]," and

his worcls are urolthless.rr
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lsh rnce , w¿rs irì fact first widely deployed in these mid-fifteenth-century

¿ìrgurrrelts.) 
According to them, Jewish hatred of Christianity and of

Christíans lan inclelibly in the veins of those Cl-rristians descendecl

frorrr converts. Through their actions it rvas Judaizing government and

destr.oying the kingdom. To corÌÍìter that danger, the rebels besieged

u¡suz" Christian neighborhoods in Toledo and later in Ciudad Real, and

kíiled dozens of their inhabitants. OnJune 5,1449, the rebel government

of lbledo also issued a "Sentencia-Estatuto," a statute that is sometimes

called the ear'liest act of racist legislation in Europe. The statute decreed

that descendants of converts be barred flom holding office or exetcis-

íng porver over Christians, so that Chlistian society could be freed from

Jervish tyl'anny and corruption.re

Unlike the creativity of the poets, that of the politicians promised to

contain by force of lineage the threat of Judaism among the descendants

of Jervs. This promise ploved false from its first utterance. Partly this

uras a result of the fact that over the generations the genealogies them-

selves lrad become hard to dístinguish, The royal official FernánDíaz

described the ploblem with all the exaggeration âppropliate to polemic

in a nemorandum he wrote against the lebels' purity of blood statutes:

scarcely a noble fanrily could be found without a convert somewhere

in its tree. If Jewishness were linked to blood, he warned, the aristoc-

racy of Spain would be destroyed.ao The politicians' experiments did in
fact fail to contain Judaism (though in the end it was not primarily the

aristocracy that u¡as affected). The causes of that failure were many, but
perhaps the most fundamental was that in order to produce enough

power to be politically useful, the threat of "Jeu,ish" lineage needed

to be mixed rvith the much rnore volatile and genenlizable dangers of
'Jewish" language that had so intelested the poets and theologians. The
result of this mixture was an explosion of Judaisrn.

Putting fudaizing to Work: The Spanish Inquisition

In their inquiry into how modernity could produce mass murder, two
Gelman-Jewish philosophers u'e will meet in the epilogue, Horkheirner

Since Itbe conuertsl becarue by the grace of baptism fellou citizens

of the saints and members of the house of God, and sìnce r(:gene^,

tion of the spirit is ntuch more important than birth in the flesb . . .

thelt enjsy tbe priuileges, liberties, antl irutnunities of those cities and
touns tubere they uere regenerated through saued baptism b the
same extent as tbe natiues and other Christians do.

Again in 437, responding to an appeal frorn the converrs of Catalonia

and Valencia, Pope Eugene IV condemned those "sons of iniquity, . . ,

Christians only in name," who suggested that recent converts be barred
from public office and who "refuse to enter into matrimony rvith thern,,'

But the contrary argument, that descendants of converts remained in
some essential way Jewish and should therefore not enjoy all the privi-
leges of Chlistians, was a powerful one. That po\\/er became brutally
clear in 1449, when the "old" Christian citizens of Toledo rose up in
rebellion against the government of KingJuan II of Castile and his chief
minister, Áluuro de Luna.r8

In the previous chapter we touchecl on the role of Judaism in the

political theology of these rebels-"Judaism," that is, as a form of inter-

pretation, an âttitude toward urord and world. \Øe saw how the bach-

elor Marcos aimed that charge of "Judaism" not only at converts from

Judaisnr and their descendants, but also at the entile Christian political

hierarchy of his age, including even the pope. This usage was sin-rilar

to that of the poets in that it treated Judaism as a quality that threat-

ened any and evely Christian, and "Judaizing" as a critical language that

could be applied to any sovereign, regardless of confessed faith. And it
was the result of a very similar process, in which an ancient discourse of
"Judaizing" gained new meaning and new power from the new socio-

logical context in which it was deployed: a context in which confidence

in the obviousness of the differences between Christian and Jew had

been erodcd by mass convcrsion.

But in addressing and exploiting this crisis of confidence, the rebels

also made a very diffelent argument, one we would today call genea-

logical, or even racial. (The Spanish word rdza, Íïorr't rvhence our Eng-
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seer,, 
therr- was nothing exclusively' or even out

fl1any 
of these plactices. Saint Jelome, for ex ud-

ied Hebles, in the early days of the church. nth

and sixteenth centuries, the new hunanist nìovements were increasingly

ðîectingattention toward philology and ancient languages as tools with

rvhích to bettel interpret the Bible. How was the Inquisition to decide

rvhether an intelest in Hebrer.v was evidence of Judaistn, or of a desire

to str-rdy the Bible with the cutting-edge techniques of Eulope's intellec-

tual elite? Similarly, the lefusal to buy an apple on a Saturday might be

produced by clande stine obselvance of the Jewish Sabbath. But it might

also sirply reflect a lack of appetite.

Confronted with such questions, the inquisitors turned to genealogy.

Nearly every trial transcript begins with a search for Jews or converts

in rhe ancestry of the accused. If there were Jews in the genealog¡ then

rhere was likely Judaism in the practice, and if not, then perhaps not,

The method produced a flood of practices newly considered Judaizing,

from head nodding to Hebrew study. And it also produced a vast hoard

of "far-nily trees," stoled in the archives of the Inquisition, detailing the

bloodlines through u,hich such practices might be transmitted.

One might think that by tying "Jewish" practices to "Jewish"

bloodlines, the inquisitors were limiting the dangers of Judaism, much

as the rebels of Toledo had promised in 449,Instead the risks wid-

ened, and this for a number of reasons. To begin with, once a practice

was associated with Judaizing, anyone who practiced it, even an "old"

ChL'istian, became vulnerable to accusation and stigma. No one was

entirely above suspicion. After all, it did not take much Jewish blood
to convey a predilection for these practices. A distant and forgotten
ancestor u,ould suffice, or perhaps just a'wet nurse descended from
converts, since breast milk was derived from blood according to the

doctors of the day.

By the mid-sixteenth centuly, all candidates to positions of power in
government, church, guild, military, aristocracy, university, the coloníes,

and so on, had to prove that their families were not infected by Juda-

about the dangers of art's appeal to the senses had made "Judaisnru 
¿

pou,elful language for criticizing the mateliality and illusionism of art.
The "Judaism of Christian Art" is a subject for a different book. Suf_

fice it to say here that, over time, some of the most distinctive styles sf
religious art that Spain produced to defend itself frorn Judaisn would
themselves be condemned as "Jewish," their extreme emphasis on the

suffering flesh of Jesus likened by popc and papal Inquisition alike with
the Sadducees' rejection of the Resurrection.al

Painting, poetry, politics: these were just a ferv of the registers of
Spanish cultule transformed by the vast new power that critical dis-

course of Judaizing acquired with the disappearance of the Jews. Over

time Spain developed institutions to mana€le the vast new power sf
this critical discourse of Judaisrn. The Inquisition was one custoclian

of that pov/er, which it channeled toward the extirpation of any rem-

nants of Judaism ín Castile and Aragon. Modeln historians ale largely

convinced that the inquisitors succeeded in this task. By r5oo they

had helped to expel all unconvertecl Jervs from Spain, and convicted

nearly all of the converts and their descendants that they seriously

suspected of harboring Judaism in their hearts. These turned out to

be an astonishingly small percentage of convelts: less than ro percent.

Apparently the Inquisition, at least, consiclered the vast rnajolity of

converts to be Christians of sound faith. Spain had been rid of Juda-
ism. But none of these successes insulated Spanish Chlistians from

the charge of Jewishness. On the contrary, they only heightened the

"Jervishness " of Spain.

This "Jewishness" rvas in part produced by the inquisitorial meth-

odologies themselves, Ever on the lookout folJudaizers, the inquisitors

encouraged denunciation of "Jewish" practices. They filled catalogues

with the resulting accusations, accusations such as (and I pluck this

short list from just a ferv Inquisition trials) wearing clean clothes or

refusing to buy an apple on a Saturday (the Jewish Sabbath); nodcling

one's head during prayer; eschewing religious images; or studying the

Old and New Testaments in Hebrew and Greek, As we have already
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letters u¡ithout being suspect of heresy, erfot and Judaistn. "a6

ism. Spain's archives overflow with these apotropaic "proofs sf pul.ity of
blood." But these proofs, too, urere quite plastic. There were plenty of
people willing and able to manufactule genealogies, whether to obtain
proofs of purity where there was none, or conversely, to extort money
from honorable candidates, The Inquisition itself often complained ¡f
gangs of linajudos, "ingenius genealogists" with access to the archives

who kept an eye our for people who had to prove their pur.ity in older
to blackmail them, threatening to forge proofs of taint wherever. neces_

sary,aa Such prophylactic genealogies had becorne necessary in a land
where Christians had lost any immunity to Judaism, bur they wer.e aiso

ineffective, It nay be an exaggeration, but not an enormous one, to say

that there is no leading sixteenth- or seventeenth-centuly Spanish writer
or politician who entirely avoided being accused or accusing another of
genealogical or cultulal "Jewishness,"

The "Most Catholic" monarchy of Spain l-rad succeeded in convert-

ing and expelling all its Jews. But the result uras the thorough "Judaiza-

tion" of Spain. Foreigners tended to put the point most bluntly. "Spain

is not pleasing," wl'ote Europe's leading intellectual, Desiderius Eras-

mus in r5r7, because it is full of Jews. Such opinion became clefinition

in A V/orlde of V/ordes, the Italian-English dictionary that John Flolio
published in 1598, which advised its readers that the word Marrano (a

word for pig with which "old" Christian Spaniards insulted converrs

from Judaism) meant "u J"*, an infidel, a renegado, a nickname for a

Spaniard." Among the Flench, Spain's greâtest competitor in the late

sixteenth-century contest for European hegemony, the Jewishness of

their rival was axiomatic enough to appear as graffiti: "Pereat Societas

Judaica, cum gente lbera," Pierre de LEstoile reported seeing on the

walls of Paris in r59o: "May the Jewish Society perish, along rvith the

people of Spain. " As far as her enemies were concelned, Spain's unprec-

edented evangelical success had created a "Jewish" empire threatening

the world with its tyranny.at

But let us conclude rvith a more discelning voice, one that came

from within Spain itself. \X/riting in ry11, Rodrigo Manrique, hin-rself the

son of an inquisitor general, seems to have understood that the logic












